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The message in Ian Brown’s contribution on page 10 is

clearly aimed at the canal’s owners as much as its users.

The BCA is, as he says, between a rock and a hard place,

on the one hand the Canal Society and other users wanting

to use the navigation and on the other, the County Councils

not wanting to spend a penny on it before they have to.

It is also clear, though, that even without any boating, there

are many urgent issues that need to be dealt with for the

sake of the general public. The 4 year towpath closure above

Lock 28 is causing increasing public anger, coupled with

incredulity at the time taken to sort out what is not really a

terribly complicated problem. Lock gates and

bypass channels that need replacing or repair

are a hazard to public safety as well as to

navigation. Money will have to be found.

There are whispers that something positive may

be happening but we shall have to wait until the

Management meetings in the autumn to find out

if this is true. Fingers crossed!

*  *  *  *  *

When delicate negotiations and political battles

are going on behind the scenes, it is extremely

unhelpful to have a self-styled expert currently

based 200 miles away putting doom and gloom

stories about the Basingstoke on a canal internet

website. Worse still when the article gets picked

up by one of our local radio stations, who then

interview him. Fortunately, Ian Brown was tipped

off about it and managed to get himself on air to

give a more informed comment on the situation.

It is difficult to know whether the gentleman in

question is merely on some kind of ego trip or is actively

trying to run the canal down for reasons of his own, but the

real danger is that one of our local councillors may make the

mistake of assuming that he knows what he is talking about

and use it as an excuse to start trying again to close the

canal down for good.

His cure for the problems of Deepcut - to extend a haul road

alongside the flight so that boats can be transferred to the

Mytchett pound by tractor and trailer. It doesn’t seem to

occur to him that the cost of this would vastly exceed the

cost of puddling the flight to make it watertight, or that

Natural England might raise the odd objection.

The Society will continue to campaign and actively work to

ensure that the canal ends up as a fully functioning and

sustainable navigation, not two halves joined by a crackpot

scheme in the middle.

*   *  *  *  *

The letters on page 9 from Peter Wright, Chairman of the

Boat Company and Peter Phillips, the maintenance

manager, emphasise the need for new blood to help run our

trip boat operation. Now in its 32nd year, the John Pinkerton

continues to be not only the Society’s main source of

income, but also its main contact with the general public.

However, it needs people to run it and, and, as Peter Wright

points out, none of the current crew is getting any younger.

Please think about lending a hand. None of the jobs is

hugely time consuming if there are enough people helping.

We are beginning to think about a replacement for the

Pinkerton. A sub-committee is being set up to consider the

design and money will be set aside in a "sinking fund"

towards the eventual cost. However, a new boat will not be

much use without people to run it.

If you don’t want to take on an ongoing job, what about

committing to spending two or three days in the dry dock

this autumn repainting the boat? The plan is to cover the

ends of the dock and install an industrial heater to give

reasonable conditions for painting, so it should be quite

snug.

I’ve signed up, why don’t you?

*  *  *  *  *

Just in case anyone missed a particularly delightful piece of

recent canal news –

The electric pumps that feed the top pound on the Kennet

& Avon failed in early July, leaving boats stranded on the

Wooton Rivers and Crofton flights.

A call for help to the K&A Trust got volunteers to fire up the

1812 Boulton & Watt and 1856 Harvey beam engines at

Crofton to do the job while the electrics were being repaired.

BW were apparently more than happy to pay for the

operation of the back-up system that will probably still be

going strong in another 200 years time.

Long live steam!
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Chairman's Page

The condition of the canal infrastructure, particularly the

Deepcut locks remains on the critical list. I had hoped that

targeted efforts on the known failures would have enabled

the canal to remain open for navigation subject to water

availability. Unfortunately this is not the case and the canal

closed due to water shortages after a few weeks of use.

Critics have implied that our event used valuable water but

remember without the support generated by our very

successful May event and concentrated work on two years

of accumulated debris the navigation would probably have

remained closed.

The knock-on effect of the lack of use during closure

unfortunately resulted in unforeseen failures when locks

were back in use; full credit to the Canal Rangers for prompt

and efficient remedial actions, boats moving less than 24

hours after a lower sill failing.

Water supply deteriorated rapidly within weeks of the event,

precipitating a June closure. Lock gate work at Deepcut

following closure includes the fitting of gates not fitted prior

to May. Follow-on work with additional replacements will be

three sets of replacement gates funded by Surrey C.C. and

one set funded by BCA.

In my opinion the recent publicity on a national waterway

website on canal structures repair was based on out of date

information. Surrey County Council officers had met with

BCA and the Society prior to the programme and we had

agreed on priority repair works for this financial year.

Information on web sites and internet newsgroups is not

always as up to date as the authors think it is!

The structures survey report will be presented at this

Autumns JMC Meeting, and we intend to press strongly for

a year-on-year capital repair programme as a prudent

Management requirement. I am under no illusions that

negotiations will be tough - the climate for British Waterway

finances indicates the issues we face.

Water Supply has been restored at Frimley and pumping

capacity can now be checked, as this information on water

availability is key to deciding the next phase of water supply

enhancement works.

A number of options have been identified by Tony Harrison

(IWA Hon. Consultant), and we need to select the best

options for sustainable supplies. Negotiations will involve

the Canal Authority, the Counties as owners, Environment

Agency, Natural England, IWA and ourselves.

Our objectives are very basic at this stage: we consider that

achieving a viable navigation from the deteriorated condition

which exists is priority. Other objectives are dependant on

the continued viability of the canal and environment

Priority objectives could include

· Sustainable water levels

· Secure and watertight structures

· Depth of channel

Once secured, move on with Sustainability Objectives

· Good ecology partnerships and SSSI recovery

support

· Encourage a thriving and well used waterway

· Support income generating policies

Your views as members are important, please provide
the committee with feedback as we need to engage
newly elected members on the benefits the canal
provides in meeting their targets, and the value for
money the canal provides for all.

With your mandate the committee can be confident of

success. Lobby your councillors on behalf of the canal and

we can achieve it.

Committee contact details are provided in your Newsletter,

alternatively a message via our Web Site.

Peter Redway

Left. Peter on his way to the Brookwood rally in May
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Work Party
Working Parties have concentrated

on the Lock 22 project and

Brookwood, with time off on a token

clearing of the worst of Woking

pound rubbish and reeds. The

pressure was on for Lock 22 to be

usable for the May event cruising.

Lock 22
With time running out if we were to

have a usable lock for the May

event, the frequency and duration

of working parties was increased.

With improving conditions and

support from a number of sources,

the foundations for the extended

towpath lower wing wall were

installed. With Premix deliveries,

a shuttle of dumpers from Curzon

Bridge, an excavator with a

concrete hopper and a placing

team, the foundations were cast by early afternoon. Cleaning

up the tools and equipment took almost as long, but our

variety of pressure washers did sterling service.

Wall construction was followed by another Premix dumper

shuttle and the concrete backfill was complete. Excess

spoil was removed from the canal bed and stockpiled to dry

out and the bank re-profiled. The sun was shining and the

adverse conditions almost a memory.

Shuttering removal, backfill and

some coping stones were fitted.

The wall was at water level and

artificial coping stones were

decided on rather than brickwork.

The lock was useable and pre-

event work was pressing, so it was

time to make safe and go to

Brookwood.

In the June, post-event period, a

start was made on manufacturing

artificial coping stones and

preliminary site clearing; all the

artificial stones were cast using

the Wey and Arun technique.

Fitting the artificial stones

completed the wall. Bollards and a

walkway provides a landing area

with safe access onto the towpath.

Grading, levelling the spoil and

clearing the site were completed,

with reinstatement of the towpath. It is a sobering thought

that site clearance was almost a year after setting up for the

work camp 2008. The moral is “Do not take Deepcut on face

value” and assume complications will disrupt the work.

The dedication of all the groups involved in this project is

outstanding. The appalling conditions through the winter

with frequent setbacks was taken in their stride and resulted

in an excellent finished product. Well done and thank you

all.

What a difference a year makes!

 Above 2008, Below 2009
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Work Party
Brookwood
A water supply was planned for the Brookwood event, but

the mains connection was not available due to soil analysis

data being required by the Water Board. Woking BC

sponsored us with a temporary supply. Waste disposal was

via container and tanker emptying.

Site services required minimal work party involvement, with

a day for setting up and a day for off hires. The event was well

supported by visiting boats, a number cruising to Odiham

after the weekend.

Post event we had received a copy of the soil analysis from

Woking B.C. and this was sent off to the water company.

A standard water pipe and foundations for a tap security

cabinet have been installed prior to towpath works by

Sustrans, and we are now waiting a date for mains connection

and completion.

Woking
A weekend with the dredger clearing some of the growth and

silt from the Woking Pound made a start. The usual bikes

and shopping trolleys were recovered, along with a

considerable quantity of reeds and silt from spot dredging

the shallows.

We could have spent weeks on clearing but dredging

ceases with the summer growth period.

Work Camp
The Waterway Recovery Group has completed two weeks

of camps from 27th June to 11th July. This year the camps

carried out the provision of lock landings at Woodham;

enhancement work on the locks, not restoration.

Above. Piles were driven by a pneumatic hammer mounted

on a digger.

Four landings have been completed each 10 m in length and

constructed in sheet piling with channel section

reinforcement and back anchor piles for stability. Three

bollards have been provided per landing with a compacted

Type 1 Road Stone surface. Water depth allows normal

narrow boats to tie alongside.

Above. The new landing below Lock 6.

The camps endured extremes of weather, excessive heat

during week 1 and showers/thunderstorms during week 2.

The shade on the towpath side was very welcome on both

counts. Accommodation was at Brookwood Pavillion and

sponsored by Woking BC. Waterway Recovery Group

arranged for their Plant Transporter to be available, enabling

daily transport of equipment, which if left on site would have

been vandalised.

Paul Shaw and Rachel were the WRG Camp Leaders,

achieving an excellent standard of work from their respective

teams. My thanks to all who attended the camps and the

SHCS support team.

WORKING PARTIES

DATE LEADER LOCATION

12 -13 Sept PR /DJ /DL/ KR Ash Lock Workboat

26-27 Sept PR /DJ /DL/KR Ash Lock Workboat

10-11 Oct PR/DJ/DL/KR Ash Lock Workboat

24-25 Oct PR /DJ/DL / KR Ash Lock Workboat

   7- 8 Nov PR / DJ / DL / KR Ash Lock Workboat

or Bankside TBA

21-22 Nov PR / DJ / DL/ KR Bankside TBA

  5- 6 Dec PR / DJ / DL KR Bankside TBA

Contact Numbers

PR Peter Redway 01483 721710

DJ Dave Junkisen 0208 941 0685

DL  Dave Lunn 01483 771294

KR  Kevin Redway 01483 722206
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May Boat Rallies at
It finally happened!

After all the uncertainties, the Canal was again able to welcome visiting boats for a rally on the Brookwood pound over the

late May Bank Holiday weekend and at Odiham the following weekend.

On the whole, the event was blessed with pretty good weather and some 48boats tied up at the Brookwood Country Park

site. The mayor of Woking, Tina Liddington and her husband visited and were able to review the fleet from the water, courtesy

of  Aqua Vita and its owners, Mick and Suzanne Wilson (Below left). The boaters enjoyed a barbecue with musical

entertainment at Brookwood on the Saturday evening and some hilarious amateur Morris Dancing from the Stort Boat Club

on the Sunday.

Not that it went all entirely without difficulty. As usual, when

something has been out of commission for a long time, unexpected

problems emerge when it gets used again.

The first of these appeared as boats were going up the Deepcut

flight on their way to Odiham. A paddle rod broke, probably due to

corrosion. However, it was removed, taken to the Lock Gate

Workshop, welded, and was back in action within the hour.

The second problem took a bit longer. As boats passed up through

the top lock at Deepcut on the Monday afternoon, it became

apparent that it was laking longer and longer to fill it. Finally it

became impossible and an attempt to sheet up the bottom gates

resulted in the tarpaulin blowing right though the hole below the

gate where the sill had disintegrated.

Peter Munt, the ranger who lives in the cottage at Lock 28, took

charge and ushered the boats waiting below the lock back to the

pound below. The two boats actually in the lock were allowed to

stay there while the pound was drained, and remained there

overnight. The following morning, a new sill was machined to size

and installed, and boats were moving again by 11.30am.

       Right: A snug mooring for the night in Lock 28.

Left: A thoughtful

Peter Munt.
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Brookwood & Odiham

What a difference

a day makes!

Left: Lock 28, 5pm

Monday

Right: 11.30am

Tuesday

The rest of the trip  was relatively uneventful, although extreme caution was taken when boats came to go back down through

Lock 28, because one of thegates was showing signs of distress caused by the efforts to open it when the lock was refusing

to fill. Nothing untoward happened however.

Clive Henderson, the new IWA Chairman, paid his first visit to the

Basingstoke Canal on the Saturday morning and enjoyed a trip to King

John's Castle on the John Pinkerton and a walk up to the Greywell Tunnel

(Right).

It was nice to meet Peter Munt off-duty at Odiham with the tug

Christopher James that is usually moored outside his cottage (Below).

Below: Nuneaton, surely one of the longest boats

ever to wind at King John's Castle.

We owe a huge thank-you to the ever-supportive Byfleet Boat Club, the

Stort Boat Club, and all the other visiting boaters who made the effort to

"do the Basingstoke". Thanks also to WRG and the Society's volunteers

who did the site preparation and to the organisers, whose bitten finger

nails and torn out hair are hopefully growing again.

And finally a big vote of thanks to Ian Brown for having the faith to support

the rally and to Peter Munt and the other rangers who helped to deal with

the problems and make it happen.

As you can see on the next page, the efforts were much appreciated.
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Feedback from the rally
Kathryn Dodington, one of the rally organisers, sent a short

note to thank the boaters for coming and received a number

of replies which are quite heart-warming:

Hello Kathryn,

Thanks for your email and for the opportunity to cruise the

beautiful canal. We enjoyed the very friendly atmosphere at

the Brookwood Rally and from the local residents who were

very pleased to see boats using the canal. Thanks also to

the Rangers who helped us through in a  friendly manner,

which surprised me. Special thanks to Peter, what a great

man, he allowed my friend and me to lay in the top Deepcut

lock, rather than going back, when all his and others efforts

could not get us through. The creaks and bangs as the two

boats settled down in the lock were “interesting”. It wasn’t

until the next morning that we realised we had not settled

on the bottom of the lock, but on ledges running along the

lock walls low down, this caused the two boats to lean

towards each other and wedge suspended.  Thanks also to

the Rangers, John and Chris who on our return agreed and

assisted us through St Johns flight the day before we had

booked.

Regards, Bob Dunkley. Commodore. Stort Boat Club.

Thank you for your e-mail. Ron and I feel it is us who should

be thanking you for organising the event. It was very very

good to be with you all on this lovely canal. Good luck in your

work for the future I hope our presence here for this rally

bears fruit.

Ron and Mary Heritage NB Heron

Hello Kathryn

I seem to have connection back here at Brookwood this

afternoon so catching up on emails for the past 7-10 days!

Would you pass on our thanks to everyone who had an

involvement in organising the festivals, making sure the

Canal was navigable, etc.  Basically all your hard work

certainly paid off with 42+ boats around over the past 10

days. What a beautiful canal to cruise and of course having

the opportunity to meet up with the Byfleet Cruising Club

and individual boat owners alike.

Perhaps next year our paths will cross at Cavalcade or other

large functions. Keep in touch as it will be nice to hear what

is going on along the Basingstoke Canal.

Kind regards

Sue Barrett.

Thanks for your thank you. We had a lovely time. Good

organisation.

Regards

Sue and John

Hello Kathryn,

Thank you for the lovely thought and good wishes, both

Geraldine and I am very touched and tearful as the future

does not include the beautiful “Finch” but we both agree that

coming onto the Basingstoke was the very the way to say

goodbye (we saved the best until last). Almost all the people

we met greeted us warmly and gave us every courtesy for

which we would like to thank them all through you. I hope

we can meet again sometime and once more we say thank

you.

Yours sadly

David & Geraldine

Above: Finch at Brookwood. A lovely old boat with an

extremely rare Petter engine. Our sympathy to David &

Geraldine on their "bereavement". Let's hope we shall see

it again in the hands of its lucky new owner.

Nice to hear other people's opinion of our canal and to be

reminded of what a beautiful waterway it is through their

eyes. Thanks again to all who made the effort to come and

to those who made it possible.
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We are getting rather short of volunteers in certain important

areas. These are boat maintenance, crew rostering and

refuelling. The problem has occurred mainly because of

illness but also because none of us is getting any younger!

 

Ideally there would be two crews for boat maintenance,

summer and winter. Winter jobs include painting, hull

inspections and maintenance, replacements (e.g. floor last

year in the passenger cabin) and upgrades. Summer is

mainly fault rectification and engine routine maintenance

such as oil and filter changes.

 

Crew rostering, as you know, is generally done now by

email and telephone from an approved crew list but we are

looking into introducing a website based system as well.

 

Refuelling also is going through a change hopefully. Now

fuel is taken by can from the Canal Society’s tank at

Deepcut to the boat, but we are looking to provide a local

point of supply therefore removing the need to transport the

fuel in smaller containers.

 

If you would like to help in any of these areas, or others,

please let me know. Other areas could be backing up bar

stocking, boat cleaning etc. when our regular people are ill

or on holiday.

 

If you cannot help, perhaps a member of your family or a

friend would be interested. My home telephone number is

01344772461 or email at petejwright@btopenworld.com.

 

Peter Wright, Chairman, Surrey & Hants Canal Cruises

The exterior paintwork of the John Pinkerton has been

getting rather shabby and needs to be completely renewed

over the coming winter months. As the winter maintenance

crew’s numbers have been reducing over the past few years

and the age of those left has been increasing, I now feel this

is too big a job for the six remaining winter maintenance

crew on their own.

We will probably hire the dry dock at Deepcut for several

weeks, install some industrial heaters and employ a

professional grit blaster to remove the old paint and apply a

first coat of red oxide primer. After that it’s up to us to apply

the top coats.

If this project is to be undertaken, I need to know that we

have enough volunteers to do the job, who could guarantee

to give several days in a block to help with this painting task

(hopefully during November).

Once the paint work has been completed then the boat

would be covered to protect it from the rest of the winter

weather and the rest of the normal maintenance would be

completed by the normal crew, who would welcome any

new members to the “Boys Monday Club”.

If you can help, please give me a ring on 01189326373 or e-

mail pphill7046@aol.com. Please don’t wait until
November – I need to know that I have enough help as soon

as possible so that we can go ahead and get everything

organised.

Thanks in advance.

Pete Phillips

Help needed on John Pinkerton

Correspondence

Dear Mrs Hornsey,

I picked up the Basingstoke Canal News No. 220 in my

Doctor’s waiting room recently, and noticed the cover

picture of Arthur’s Bridge. I was so pleased to read all about

the activities.

I have such lovely memories of the canal pre-war. As a child

I lived at Hermitage Road, St. John’s. There were no houses

at the bottom of the garden, so we spent a lot of time playing

on the common and fishing in the canal. Hermitage Estate

was just a beautiful beech wood. With several friends, we

would spend all day in the summer holidays by the water or

on the Lye at St. John’s.

Every Sunday I would walk with my sister along the canal

to Arthur’s Bridge. My grandmother lived at Mabel Street,

Woking. Slocock’s Nurseries were on both sides of the

canal. There was a raft for the nurserymen, consisting of a

wooden platform with empty oil drums below. Chains were

fixed to both sides and we would pull ourselves over just for

fun! I was a bit of a tom-boy and remember falling in on one

occasion and getting my Sunday best clothes wet.

I would like to join the Society as an OAP. I enclose a

cheque for £7 and look forward to receiving the News in

future.

I have just remembered another occasion when I was in

Victoria Hospital after having my tonsils out. The nurses

would wheel the childrens’ beds out onto the balcony. We

would watch the barges go by. My grandfather was waving

to me on one occasion.

Yours sincerely

Betty I Underwood (née Shapland)
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Canal Director

Recently, the staff of the BCA and myself have been unfairly

criticised and in part blamed for a variety of shortfalls in

maintaining the canal's infrastructure. Particularly the lack

of navigable access and the increase in structure failures.

All of this is a legacy of insufficient resources past and

present. Since restoration the canal has had no substantial

capital investment and has existed on a level of funding that

in real terms had not increased in line with the ever rising

cost of today’s challenging material maintenance demands.

Personally, I do understand the extreme frustration born by

those of you who just want to enjoy and use your boats on

the canal. Also those of you who try to make a living out of

the canal with commercial interests.

The joint County Council owners together with the BCA are

behind you all the way with core strategies that are

designed to deliver on getting the canal into good order and

catch up on the huge backlog of maintenance issues that

we now face.

We shall be rolling out these long awaited action plans this

and next year and seek your help and support in their

delivery in terms of benefit to the canal as a whole. We have

many users who wish to enjoy a variety of recreational

activities including the navigation and conservation elements.

The BCA are firmly committed to working closely within the

long established partnership between the two county councils

and the six local riparian authorities. I sincerely hope that

the proposed service level agreements based on the service

plan will underpin that approach and be successful.

We thank you for your continued support and patience and

ask that you understand the reality of the current situation.

The position that the BCA finds itself in is quite frankly

between a rock and a hard place at the moment.

The way forward is to deliver on the action plans which are

critically important for understanding the way the canal

needs to be managed now and well into the future. Defining

appropriate management to meet the challenge but this is

really just the first step. Acting on the plan, recording

activities and reviewing outcomes is what really creates

plans that are useful!

This is what I have been doing since I took the canal

directorship three years ago and to take the next step we

need to engage with you. You have been telling me what we

need to do and I have been listening. More importantly

through the current adopted management approach both

county councils are also engaged in the necessary tasks

ahead. It is going to take time, effort and financial support.

Quite soon three actions will take place, firstly we shall have

a ‘Stakeholders Representative Forum Group’. This group

will meet twice a year starting this year and engage all users

and interest groups of the canal. Next, a new BCA web site

will be launched to share and disseminate up to date

information about the canal. This will include sections on

management and administration, events and views.

Thirdly, the BCA is currently reorganising and streamlining

its admin operation with new staff joining the team.

Trees
A tree management policy and plan will be submitted to

Natural England in September and there are separate

elements to this.

 

Tree survey – BCA have carried out an extensive on the

ground tree survey that closely examined current shading

and risk factors. The report is still being written up by the

rangers who carried out the survey, the majority of which is

now completed. 

BCA Actions -  in line with the conservation objectives;

· Complete Tree Survey

· Map trees, submit tree management proposal to

NE by the end of September 2009

The BCA aim to reduce structural risk and tree shading in

the worst affected areas first, also concentrating on non-

native species, marginal scrub and saplings. The trees to be

cleared should secure good results in terms of removing

shading and also being close to areas of good aquatic plant

diversity which survive along the canal. 

 

It is best to select areas which will have little impact on

visitors and not areas which screen local properties. It will

be necessary to consult with the public and local planning

authorities. It is important to note that Natural England is

not willing to fund the removal of large veteran native trees

due to their obvious biodiversity benefit. However,

management of these trees, such as pollarding overhanging

branches will be suitable, provided that an expert survey has

been carried out to ensure that the trees would survive the

proposed works. 

 

Natural England are hoping to fund the removal of dense

shading species, such as sycamore, and trees close to/

overhanging the flashes.

      Ian Brown

Canal Director

Action speaks louder than words… Adequate funding can make it happen…
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On the canal

Lock gates

Fitting new gates to the top end of locks is not too difficult,

because they can be lifted by the arm of a dredger. Bottom

gates are more of a problem since they are much bigger and

can, of course, only be removed when the lock is empty.

In the last couple of years, Rob Locatelli's crane barge has

been used to fit new gates in Surrey, but that is only

possible when the canal is navigable.

A new machine has now appeared on the scene, the

Telehandler. Kevin Redway is now qualified to drive this and

used it to put new gates in at Lock 26.

Thanks to Duncan Paine for the photo.

Ash Wharf

The wharf at Ash has the potential to be an attractive canal

site, but it has always been marred by the sight of rubbish

bins at the back of the shops and in more recent years by

the bulging piling. This was apparently caused by the failure

of drains under the bank running down to the canal. The

photo on the left shows what it looked like last autumn.

It is good to report that work has now started to fix this. The

drains have been sorted and the first section of piling has

been straightened. The rest should be done by the end of

September and the BCA is working  with Guildford Borough

Council on further general improvements to the area. It could

soon be a pleasant place to moor again.

Deepcut closed

Given the fact that it happens every year, it is hardly news

that the usual combination of summer weather, porous

canal bed and thirsty trees has resulted in the closure of

Deepcut and the inevitable empty pounds.

In theory, the rest of the canal is still open, but the

Brookwood pound is low, but could be made navigable, say

to enable a boat to get off the canal, by running water down

from the bottom pound of the Deepcut flight.

On the plus side, the pump that takes water from the railway

embankment at Frimley is working again, helping to keep

the top Surrrey pound usable.
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Events
FOX & HOUNDS RALLY

The Basingstoke Canal Boating Club's Fox & Hounds Rally

in Fleet will take place on Saturday 19th September. This

is a friendly, largely local gathering at the popular canalside

Fox & Hounds pub, with a few visiting steam boats to add

a bit of colour and excitement. There is usually a barbecue

in the pub garden and a few sales stands and a bit of

entertainment, so why not come along for the day?

NEW MEMBERS TRIP ON
THE JOHN PINKERTON

Colt Hill, Odiham. 10.30am, 19th September. Please see

the back page for details.

WEY & ARUN CANAL

HERITAGE OPEN DAYS, Saturday,

12th and Sunday 13th September
Brewhurst Mill, Loxwood, West Sussex, will be open to the

public from 2-4pm.    There will also be a “Touching

Memories” special display on loan from Horsham Museum

.  Gift stall and teas.  Please park in the Trust’s car park

located behind the Onslow Arms pub on the B2133 main

Loxwood road and then it is a short walk to the Mill via

Brewhurst Lane.  Please follow the signs.  Further details

from 01403 752403 pr@weyandarun.co.uk.  Website

www.weyandarun.co.uk.  Boat trips available

FLEET & CROOKHAM:
Heritage on your doorstep

Fleet and Crookham have a fascinating history that

may not be obvious at first glance, and a display at

Fleet Library on 12 September will show how the area

has developed from Roman times through the 18th,

19th and 20th Centuries to the place we live in today.

The event is part of the Heritage Open Days, Eng-

land’s biggest voluntary cultural event, and takes

place on Saturday 12 September at Fleet Library

from 9.30am until 4.30pm. Activities include fascinat-

ing display materials, a children’s quiz and a mini

town trail.

Three popular local interest groups – Fleet & Church

Crookham Society, Fleet & Crookham Local History

Group and Fleet Pond Society – have combined their

knowledge to put the event together. Gillian Wain,

representing the three groups, said, “Heritage Open

Days celebrates England’s fantastic architecture

and culture at events across the country. Our display

at the library and our mini Fleet town trail will show the

changes that Fleet, Church Crookham and Crookham

have seen over the centuries, and should prove very

interesting. Come along and discover the heritage on

your doorstep!”

For more information about the event, visit

www.fclhg.hampshire.org.uk or phone Gillian on

01252 677536.

The Canal Society has also contributed a collection

of photos of the area near Reading Road Wharf over

the years, which we hope will remind people what may

happen to the canal if it isn't looked after.

200 Club winners

February        

Mr J Evelyn               £58

Mr D Lloydlangston     £29

Mr J Crook                £15

Mr R Reed                £15

April        
Mrs M Green       £58

Mr W Saunders     £29

Mr W Herbert       £15

Mrs I Grafton       £15

June        

Mrs P Jenkins        £58

Mr B Savill              £29

Mr J Debenham      £15

Miss P Ford-Young £15

Thank you for all your contributions to this year’s

draws. 

Jim Johnstone 
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Events

The talks season of 2008-9 proved once again to be very

popular with members and visitors alike. Although the talks

are usually on a waterways theme we try to cover a wide

variety of areas, both at home and abroad. The new season

will commence in October at the same regular venue of the

Parish Pavilion, Recreation Ground, Station Road, Chobham,

near Woking.  Meetings start at 8pm on the third Wednes-

day of the month.  (See map right for exact location).  Coffee/

tea and biscuits will be available during the interval.  Non

members and friends are very welcome.

 

Wednesday 21st October 2009

Tony Pratt - ‘Lost Wey to the Sea’
Tony Pratt will follow the historic route from the River Wey

at Guildford to Portsmouth via the Wey and Arun Canal and

the Portsmouth and Arundel Canal.  The full history of this

important link will be described and Tony will also show

some of the documentary film made about seven years ago.

 

Wednesday 18th November 2009

Dr. Roger Squires - ‘The River Douro from Oporto to the
Spanish Border’ 
Roger Squires will be returning to describe the most

dramatic navigation in Europe which includes the deepest

locks and 90 miles of navigable river coupled with some

spectacular gorges. All this in a glorious part of Portugal.

Roger is a Deputy Chairman of the Inland Waterways

Association, Chairman of the Navigation Committee and

Chairman of the London Branch.

 

Wednesday 16th December 2009

Brian Stovold - ‘ The Wilts and Berks Canal - Past,
Present and Future’
Brian Stovold, a Director of the Wilts and Berks Canal Trust

and Chairman of the East Vale Branch, will cover the history

CHOBHAM SOCIAL MEETINGS

of this navigation and describe the current position and

future of this important project to connect up waterways in

this part of the south west, where restoration is taking place

at various locations over a wide area.

 

Wednesday 20th January 2010

Peter Oates - ‘The Itchen Navigation’
Peter Oates, well known to us as a member of the

Southampton Canal Society and a working party leader

during the restoration of the Deepcut locks will be returning

to talk about the history of this navigation, and tell us of the

current work that is taking place  with Lottery funds to

cosmetically restore some of the locks and features.

 

For further information on this talks programme please

contact David Millett on 01252 617364 or email: d.

millett7@ntlworld. com

Thanks to good weather, the beer garden of the Fox & Hounds was

crowded for the annual performance by the Mikron Theatre

Company. This year’s show was entitled "Tales of the Thames,

Journeys up and down the River".

The performance centred around a journey made by Itch from

London to Gravesend in search of an old flame. At the same time

Roly and girlfriend Ab hired a camping skiff for a journey upriver to

find the source of the Thames. Both escapades were filled with fun

and adventures.

Altogether a thoroughly entertaining evening organised once

again by David Millett and sponsored by the Canal Society.

Mikron Theatre
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Owners of the Basingstoke Canal 1870-

This article explores the history of the ownership of the

Basingstoke canal through the 1870s. In 1866, the

Basingstoke Canal Navigation Company, the original

developers of the canal, had gone into liquidation, and the

company itself was wound up in June 1868. As normal, the

court of Chancery appointed a trustee whose job was to run

the company until a buyer could be found for the canal’s

assets, but the liquidator took a while, until 1871, to find a

buyer for the canal and most of its assets. This buyer was

William St. Aubyn, the first of a series of three shady

proprietors. The long period with the canal in the hands of

administrators and the consequent lack of direction,

investment and maintenance while new owners were sought,

were to have serious consequences. In 1872, part of the

Greywell Tunnel collapsed, causing the final six mile

section of the canal to its Basingstoke terminus to be cut

off from the rest of the navigation.

William St Aubyn   (Proprietor, 1871-75)
William St Aubyn later testified, in 1877, that he had paid

the liquidator £2,100 for the canal in 1871. The probable (but

not certain) background of William St Aubyn (1834-84?) is

that he was born plain William Aubin in Norwood, Croydon,

Surrey. Until 1856, his father, Frederick Aubin, held the

important position of Superintendent of Schools (head) of

the huge Norwood Central London District School, which

was central London’s workhouse or pauper school. In the

censuses, William is described as under law articles in

1851, and practicing, still as William Aubin, as a solicitor in

London in 1861. In 1871, William St. Aubyn abruptly

appears in the censuses, married with a son named George

Aubin St Aubyn, and it is this child’s middle name that

identifies and links plain William Aubin with the grander-

sounding William St Aubyn.

Basingstoke Canal and Basingstoke’s Sewage
In order to follow the story of the canal, we need to consider

briefly the history of Basingstoke’s sewage and drainage

system. In the mid-Victorian period, Basingstoke was a

surprisingly small market town and coaching stop, with a

tiny population, numbering only about 5,000 in 1871.

Normal practice at the time would have seen the sewage of

the town, totally untreated, carried off by the nearby river

Loddon. But the Basingstoke Canal filled this role for much

of the Basingstoke’s sewage. For example, Basingstoke’s

Wote Street drain, formerly an open watercourse in a ditch,

had originally carried rainwater draining from the centre of

the town down to the river, but the engineers of the

Basingstoke Canal had diverted the course of this drain at

an early period so that it flowed into the Basingstoke Canal

Wharf, to act as a water feed for the canal. Following the

Greywell tunnel collapse in 1872, the end section of the

canal, now stagnant and unused by traffic, began to fill with

the untreated effluent and general detritus flowing into it from

the network of ad hoc sewers and drains of Basingstoke.

With WCs now in vogue, the gradual accumulation of mud,

weeds, rubbish and worse caught in the canal formed a fetid

brew, and brought protest and complaint to Basingstoke

Corporation and Urban Sanitary Authority. The response of

the Sanitary Authority was to attempt to shift the blame

elsewhere, and in June 1873, they instructed their clerk to:

“… inform the proprietors of the canal that this board

had been called upon to abate the nuisance existing in

the canal wharf forthwith and to request the proprietor

to inform the board what steps he proposes adopting

with regard to the wharf and canal”.

William St Aubyn was not to be intimidated and replied with

force, in July 1873, placing the blame firmly back where it

belonged:

“To the Mayor, etc, I hereby give you notice that unless

the town sewage now flowing in the Basingstoke Canal

at Basingstoke is not diverted and the nuisance abated

within a reasonable period after the date of this notice,

I shall take the necessary steps to compel you to do so.

And I further give you notice that I claim compensation

for the damage already done to my property by the

immense influx of sewage which had accumulated in

the canal. I remain etc Wm St Aubyn.”

Further letters from St Aubyn and others over 1873 and 1874

threatened legal action, but Basingstoke seemed unwilling

to find alternative means of dealing with its sewage. Even

Basingstoke’s own Surveyor (James Henry Moore) in June

1874, complained graphically of the state of the canal at the

terminus Canal Wharf:

“… weeds and grass stem back the easy flow of the

sewage from the outlet heading up the filth and forming

a mass of fermented putrid rottenness, filling the arm on

a bright sunshining day with its deadly gasses and

prejudicing the lives of the occupiers of property in

whichever direction the wind may carry … an extensive

and very foul public nuisance.”

The reluctance of Basingstoke to deal properly with its

sewage eventually lead to their being sued for nuisance for

polluting the canal wharf in 1876, not by St Aubyn, but in the

name of the new proprietors, who had bought the canal from

St Aubyn in 1875.

As for William St Aubyn, described as a solicitor, of

Lombard Street, London, it is known that he quickly

became insolvent, and moved for voluntary bankruptcy in

December 1878. It is probable that he died in 1884.

The following article was sent to us by Leslie Rosenthal, who expressed his gratitude to the British Academy for
research grant SG-51126 to fund this project.

It is a splendid story of Victorian graft and corruption that would do credit to Charles Dickens.
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1880: a decade of shady proprietors

John Joseph Alley Jones and Charles Henry Dommes
(Proprietor/s 1875-76)
The new proprietors of the Basingstoke Canal were John

Joseph Alley Jones and Charles Henry Dommes. The canal

pollution case, called Attorney General and Dommes v The

Mayor etc of Basingstoke, took place on 30-31 May 1876,

and was held in the Court of Chancery before Vice-Chancellor

Sir Charles Hall (1814–1883). The name of the Attorney

General appears because of the technical legal requirement

that in England, any claim for public nuisance must be in the

name of the Crown’s representative. The plaintiff (Dommes)

claimed that the defendant (Basingstoke corporation

personified as its mayor) had appropriated, as a sewer, a

culvert constructed to be used to supply water to the canal

and that this had resulted in a nuisance to the pecuniary

detriment of the proprietor of the canal. He asked the court

that, firstly, Basingstoke be restrained, by injunction, from

draining its sewage into the canal and that, secondly,

Basingstoke pay damages and costs. After considering

evidence and argument from both sides, the court’s decision

was that Basingstoke was liable for the nuisance, but that

an injunction to stop the continuation of the nuisance was

inappropriate as the connections from the sewers to the

canal had already been cut by Basingstoke. However, the

court also held that damages and costs should be paid by

Basingstoke to the canal company, with the amount to be

determined later.

Documents in this sewage nuisance case explicitly named

Charles Henry Dommes as the owner of the canal and cited

John Joseph Alley Jones as Dommes’ solicitor. But there

exists other sworn evidence in another case that indicates

that their roles were rather different. From the sworn

testimony in this alternative case, JJ Alley Jones, rather

than Charles Dommes, was the true buyer who purchased

the canal from St Aubyn and Dommes was said to have no

direct interest in the enterprise and was simply acting as

Jones’ agent. It was also claimed that Dommes was Alley

Jones’ brother-in-law.

These reports about the new proprietors formed part of the

Old Bailey trial of JJ Alley Jones for fraud in March 1877. The

accounts told by witnesses at this trial assert that JJ Alley

Jones was the owner of the canal from November 1875, and

that Charles Dommes was acting in trust for him. In

September 1874, William St Aubyn testified, he had initially

agreed a deal to sell the canal to Alley Jones for £5,100 (a

tidy profit on the £2,100 St Aubyn had paid). This agreement

to sell to Alley Jones then fell through. In November 1875,

a new deal to sell at a lower price of £4,026 was agreed when

St Aubyn believed he was now selling to Charles Dommes.

It may have been that this was a business ruse to lower the

price paid.

Alley Jones’s main accuser at his fraud trial was Mrs Sophia

Frampton, described as a retired bootmaker and a lady of

over seventy. Her testimony was that she had been told by

Alley Jones that the canal had been purchased for £12,000

but was valued at £15,000. She was offered one-third of the

ownership for £5,000 with the remainder of the capital in the

canal being retained by Alley Jones and his father. At the

outcome of the trial, Alley Jones was found guilty of

defrauding Mrs Frampton of £2,486 and he was sentenced

to five years of penal servitude.

Charles Henry Dommes (1846-1915) is an elusive figure in

the usual sources. The censuses place him, in 1881, in

humble circumstances in Lambeth, London, living in the

household of his mother-in-law with his wife and two

daughters, and described as a commercial salesman. So

it seems that he had not prospered overmuch from his

association with Alley Jones and the Basingstoke canal

adventure. In 1901, he is still living in Lambeth with all his

family, but was then described as an accountant, and he

can also be found in the business directories dealing in

property and working as an accountant from a Fleet Street

address from 1905 until his death, in Hampstead, in 1915.

His otherwise blameless (and low key?) life seems to give

credence to the claim that his appearance as a proprietor

of the Basingstoke canal was due to a family connection to

Alley Jones, but no documentary evidence can be found in

the censuses that they were brothers-in-law.

Joseph John Alley Jones (1846-?) had been born in Middlesex

and in 1871 the census records him as a solicitor living in

Chelsea with his wife. Shortly before his fraud trial, in 1876,

Alley Jones filed for bankruptcy and the Basingstoke canal

passed to Frederick Dimsdale. Following his conviction for

fraud in 1877, described above, Alley Jones is indeed

recorded as a convicted felon, in Pentonville prison, in the

1881 census. After this sighting neither his nor his family’s

circumstances have, so far, proved traceable.

Frederick Dimsdale    (Proprietor  1876-77)
Frederick Dimsdale (1824-1886) a third solicitor and a

disreputable and untrustworthy rogue, became the proprietor

of the Basingstoke Canal in July 1876, soon after the

sewage pollution case AG and Dommes v Basingstoke

ended.  Dimsdale managed to buy for £800 from the

trustees administering Alley Jones’s bankruptcy, all of

Alley Jones’ (and Dommes’) interests in the canal. Included

with the assets he acquired were any sums due from

Basingstoke arising from the sewage pollution case. In

pursuit of these sums, in April 1877, Dimsdale approached

Basingstoke to settle out-of-court for the damages and

costs still outstanding from the case, assuring the

Basingstoke authorities that he had acquired the canal in

order to repair it to working condition and re-connect the end

section to traffic. In order to settle quickly, a sum of £1050

was agreed, made up of £700 for the damages and costs

and £350 to cover all other claims that might arise from the

proceedings. However, before any arrangement could be

finalised, Dimsdale was arrested on a felony charge and his

financial affairs were placed under liquidation to be
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Shady proprietors, continued

administered by a trustee. Unfortunately for Basingstoke,

the £1050 settlement became a major asset in the Dimsdale

bankruptcy and the objective of a number of Dimsdale’s

creditors, including some who claimed to hold a mortgage

on the canal. It took until October 1879 for the complications

to unfold, at which point a cheque for £1050 was finally

handed over by the Mayor of Basingstoke and all rights over

the settlement of AG and Dommes v Basingstoke finally

resolved.

Frederick Dimsdale’s life story includes three bankruptcies,

accusations of theft and document forgery and a final huge

fraud conviction; although so far as the canal is concerned,

he seems to have done little harm, probably because his

ownership was of short duration. Frederick Dimsdale was

born in Hadley in Middlesex in 1826. He was articled as a

solicitor to Mr Borrodaile in 1847, in which year he also

married.

In May 1854, Dimsdale was declared bankrupt (his first

bankruptcy) and, being required to present himself at the

bankruptcy hearing, he failed to appear, having absconded

to Belgium. Dimsdale’s flight abroad was no doubt connected

to the events related in the two hearings of the civil court

case Welsford v Dimsdale in 1855. In this case, Mr Welsford

attempted to recover from Dimsdale’s mother, Charlotte,

the sum of £1600 which Frederick had raised as a loan from

Welsford using as security two deeds for a mortgage on

Charlotte’s home, signed, Welsford believed, both by

Frederick and Charlotte. Charlotte denied the signature was

hers, and claimed it was forged by Frederick. His mother’s

testimony included “My son Frederick is very clever at

imitating writing” and as the verdict found for the defence,

the court clearly believed his mother.

In October 1860, under the alias of Frederick Johnston, but

recognised as Frederick Dimsdale, he was accused of the

simple larceny from a jewellers of two bracelets valued at

£400, but was found not guilty at an Old Bailey trial. In May

1861, Dimsdale’s first bankruptcy of 1854 was finally

adjudicated (legally recognised) and in August 1861, this

time as Frederick Johnstone (sic) he was again declared

bankrupt (his second bankruptcy). In early 1867, Dimsdale,

“financial agent, attorney-at-law and solicitor”, expunged

these two bankruptcies, and in mid-1876 bought the

Basingstoke canal.

However, in October 1877 he was accused, along with six

others, of a mammoth fraud involving forging leases on

property in Croydon, and then fraudulently using these as

security for raising mortgages. One of the gang was

Dimsdale’s son, Clarence, who, emulating his father, fled

abroad and was never caught. The amount of the fraud was

announced as a stupendous £300,000 (over £15million

today). At the subsequent trial at the Old Bailey in January

1878, Dimsdale pleaded guilty and was sentenced to penal

servitude for life. In 1877, he was again declared bankrupt

(his third bankruptcy) and he was finally struck off as a

solicitor in 1878. Frederick Dimsdale is registered as a

convict of Parkhurst prison, on the Isle of Wight, in the 1881

census, and he died in 1886 in Kent, probably in Maidstone

prison.

As for the remaining loose ends, so far as the sewage of

Basingstoke is concerned, by 1880, a proper sewage

system and network independent of the canal was in place

and a new sewage treatment works had opened on land at

Swing-Swang Lane. The works remained in use until 1967.

So far as the Basingstoke canal is concerned, the Greywell

tunnel, which had closed in 1872, was not to reopen until

1884, when commercial traffic could again use the navigation

all the way to Basingstoke. In 1880, as part of the winding

up of Frederick Dimsdale’s complex affairs, the canal was

still in the hands of bankruptcy administrators. Thus a

decade which had begun with the Basingstoke canal in

receivership now ended with the canal in receivership, the

intervening years having been dominated by disreputable

proprietors.

*  *  *

Leslie Rosenthal included a formidable list of references on

which his research is based, but lack of space meant that

I had to leave them out. They included Old Bailey

Proceedings, the Town of Basingstoke Urban Sanitary

Authority Minute Book and the London Gazette. If anyone

would like the full list, please e-mail me

(roger.cansdale@ntlworld.com).

*  *  *

Thinks: Can it just be coincidence that caused the Monty

Python team to chose the name Dimsdale for the villain in

their satire of the Kray Twins? Given that the annals of the

Basingstoke Canal make no mention of Frederick Dimsdale

being pursued by a giant hedgehog called Spiny Norman,

perhaps it is.

On a more sensible note, there was an article in the Spring

2007 BCN about a survey of the canal carried out in 1908.

This complained that Basingstoke Council had diverted

what was termed the main supply of water to the canal, that

ran into the terminal basin. We speculated as to the origin

of this water, and it now appears to be all too horribly clear.

Presumably it now makes its way to the Chineham sewage

works, whose output passes into the River Lodden again.

However, it would make a good source of supply for our

proposed Hants & Berks Canal link to the K&A, so perhaps

one day things will come full circle and the inhabitants of

Basingstoke will again be able to make their own personal

contribution to maintaining water levels on the navigation.
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Book reviews

Tim Denton’s fascinating booklet is a welcome addition to

the small but growing number of publications about these

relics of our recent history.  As significant as the ramparts

of Hadrian’s Wall or Dover Castle, these defensive

fortifications have been overlooked and ignored for many

years.  But as the author states, they were part of the largest

construction project ever undertaken in the UK.

Denton neatly informs the reader of the historical context

and how the defensive lines came to be built.  He then

describes construction methods before getting down to the

specifics of where the surviving pillboxes are sited along the

canal.

Using a series of neatly drawn maps and photographs, he

shows where the defences were situated, using the then

semi-derelict waterway as a barrier against enemy tanks

and infantry. He explains how each position was sited to

support the other and provide defence in depth.

It is interesting to speculate on just how effective these

strongpoints and stop lines would have been when faced

with the onslaught of the Blitzkrieg.  Using this book as a

guide, it is possible to explore these battlefields that never

were, and imagine what the possible outcome might have

been.

David Fairhead

(David Fairhead is chairman of the Hankley Common

Atlantic Wall Trust, an organisation that has studied many

wartime structures in and around Tilford, Surrey.)

The booklet is for sale on the John Pinkerton and at the

Canal Centre. It can also be ordered from Denise Smith,

price £3.50 +pp (Address etc on the back page).

New edition of  'The River Thames' guidebook

The 5th edition of 'The River Thames Book' by Chris Cove-

Smith has been pubished by Imray, Laurie, Norie and Wilso

@ £9.95. The guide, covering the Thames from Cricklade to

the Thames Barrier   includes the Basingstoke Canal, River

Wey Navigation and the Kennet & Avon Canal up to Great

Bedwyn. Although Town Bridge, Cricklade is the official limit

of navigation in practise the entrance to the derelict Thames

& Severn Canal at  Inglesham is the limit for most motorboats.

The author once tried to cruise westward in a 28ft Seamaster

but weed growrth and overhanging willows and shallows

forced him to turn back. Upstream exploration is best left to

small boats and canoeists.

The author is well acquainited with the Basie, having spent

some of his formative years at Cable House nursery school,

then in St John’s Road below the Rowbarge Inn backing onto

Lock 10. This was in 1941. In those days Slocock’s

horticultural nursery was situated below the St John’s Flight

with a chain ferry linking the business on both sides of the

canal. A good many years later Chris became acquainted

with the canal at Aldershot where he did his National Service

in charge of an armoury in Queen’s Avenue to the north of

Iron Bridge.

 The guidebook is illustrated with colour photograps and 1

inch:1mile detailed maps showing mooring place and other

boating  facilities including fuel stations, canalside car

parks,  pubs and restaurants, including one of my favourits,

the  Lord Derby at Bartley Heath, North Warnborough. The

book also shows convenient railway stations and bus and

coach services. The book also lists fishing tackle outlets.

An excellent guide for boaters and walkers alike. Available

from booksellers, chandleries and boatyards or driect from

the publisher. Website www.imray.com Tel:01480 46211.

Dieter Jebens

‘Wartime Defences on the Basingstoke Canal’
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Lookback
From Society Newsletters No. 87 October 1979 and No. 88 December 1979

• On a beautiful early autumn afternoon the official

opening ceremony of the rebuilt Lock 28 at the top of the

Deepcut Flight of locks took place. The tape was cut by

Councillor John Macfarlane, Chairman of Surrey County

Council’s Countryside Committee, in the presence of

other guests including the Society’s President, the Earl

of Onslow, the (late) Cranley Onslow, MP for Woking

and Society Vice President, the Mayor and Deputy

Mayor of Surrey Heath and Woking respectively, and

Brigadier W. Bastin, former Chairman of Surrey County

Council and other councillors, friends and supporters of

the Society.

• Cllr. Macfarlane said the County Council appreciated

the work being done to restore the canal, although the

County had never undertaken anything like this before

and he confessed that at the beginning some members

of the Council viewed the matter with some suspicion.

However, there was now great co-operation and part-

nership between the volunteers and local authorities.

He said that there was at present a difficult economic

climate and said that ‘ However, it is the policy of the

County Council to see the restoration completed even

if it takes a little longer than originally estimated’. Later

in an informal ceremony, Brigadier Bastin declared the

restored and rebuilt Canal Lock Gate Workshop open,

with Frank Jones answering questions and explaining

details of the manufacture of lock gates.

• At the event, Robin Higgs, Chairman of the Society,

also explained that the Society was fast approaching a

crossroads as for the last three years the Society has

had the benefit of grants from various Manpower Serv-

ices Commission schemes. Over £250, 000 had been

allocated for the employment and training of young

people with at times over 40 people employed in this

way. ‘The momentum must not be lost’ he said, and it

was essential that the skilled supervisors should con-

tinue to be employed on the canal and to this end, the

Society is to launch an appeal to local industry and

firms to help with the funding required.

• As the narrow gauge railway is no longer required to

transport materials up and down the Deepcut Flight it

is being moved to the Ash Embankment and will be

used to take clay, loaded by the Society’s Massey

Ferguson, along the length of the Embankment for the

repuddling of the canal bed. The railway comprises one

and a half miles of track, a three ton diesel loco and

various items of rolling stock. The small collection of

enthusiasts who have run the operation manned the

railway every Saturday and Sunday throughout 1977

and 1978, so the Society is very grateful to them for their

commitment.

• Crookham Village Parish Council has approved Hamp-

shire County Council’s application for Crookham Wharf

to be made into a car park for 20 cars, plus a picnic site

and mooring space for boats to use the wharf.

• The curious sight of the original Norris Bridge, over

which the new concrete and steel bridge was built in the

1960’s, has disappeared. At the end of August the old

bridge, built in 1792, suddenly collapsed into the canal

(Below). HCC wanted to remove the old structure last

year but with the canal listed as a conservation area it

could not be demolished without the permission of the

Department of the Environment. Old age has solved the

problem but now the job of removing the debris from the

canal has to be undertaken.

• Thanks are due to Ian Cripps of Fleet, who was largely

responsible for restoring the Society’s 70 ton steam

powered floating dredger for returning to supervise the

re-tubing of the boiler. Meanwhile, soldiers from the

Depot. Regt. R. C. T. Buller Barracks at Aldershot have

been shoring up the towpath at Great Bottom Flash

which had been previously reinstated by Surrey’s Hymac

excavator last year.

• The second season of the operation of the ‘John

Pinkerton’ trip boat has been very successful. The

numerous letters of thanks sent to Clive Durley from

passengers of all ages has demonstrated this. Total

passengers carried were 14, 122, with the number of

trips totalling 298, including 206 charters, 67 public

trips, 1 nostalgic journey, 20 members’ evenings, and

4 free SHCS group trips. Passengers consumed 6, 300

cans of liquor, 12 gallons of spirits, and an ocean of soft

drinks. all to be pumped off the boat again by the long

suffering members of the sanitary squad.

• A public meeting was held in North Warnborough

Village Hall to explain the work programme and the

effect on the local community while construction of the
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Odiham By-Pass is in progress. Water levels will have

to be lowered in the Broad Oak area to enable the

footings for the new road bridge to be put in and a

temporary bridge built west of Lodge Bridge for contrac-

tors’ plant to cross the canal. All restrictions to naviga-

tion will be lifted in time for the new boating season next

April.

• Phase One of the restoration of Broad Oak Bridge at

Odiham has now been completed by J. T. Barton Ltd,

of Odiham. Society member Peter Mayne has been in

charge of the rebuilding since 1974 when members of

his family and friends cleared the bridgehole of debris

(Above). The existing remaining bridge structure is

largely original but details of the history are few other

than probably apocryphal stories involving Canadian

army tanks crossing the bridge during the last war and

late night revellers driving through the bridge parapet.

The probable geometric method of setting out used by

the original bridge builders (the 100ft. line system) was

discovered, meaning the original structure could largely

be saved.

• The proceeds from a Guess-the-Mileage competition,

with a Leyland Allegro 1300 Super as the prize are

being donated to the Society by the local free paper the

Surrey and Hants Star, organisers of the Motor Show

held at Rushmoor Arena in September. 55 volunteer

members of the Society sold tickets during the event

and the Society will be receiving over £225.

• For the second year running, the Waterway Recovery

Group held a month of their annual work camp on the

Basingstoke Canal, with about 20 volunteers attending

from all over the country. Work completed included the

installation of piped by-washes on Locks 13 and 14; the

removal of bottom sills on both locks and the removal

of all hollow posts, gates and other furniture constitut-

ing a good four months of weekend work by Society

volunteers. As one worker remarked ‘It is seeing the

tremendous work done so far, which made our months

work more than worthwhile’.

Obituaries

It is very sad to report the death of three long time members

of the Society.

Janet Hedger passed away in May after a long battle

with cancer.

Janet and George were stalwarts of the Society for many

years and were awarded the Robin Higgs Award in 1999 for

their work on the John Pinkerton and newletter distribution.

Janet combined thoughfulness and kindness to others with

great personal courage and determination. She was still

working on her family history up to the last.

Raymonde Fethney and her husband Peter were a

cornerstone of the original trip boat organisation that

masterminded the John Pinkerton. After they both retired

from the RAE, they moved up to Peter's home county of

Yorkshire, but with Ray's worsening health, they came back

down to Berkhampsted a couple of years ago to be near their

family. She passed away at the beginning of August.

Colin Ward died in July. As well as being a member of

the SHCS, Colin had been very active in the IWA Guilford

& Reading  Branch for many years throughout the 1970s,

80s and 90s serving on every Rally and other Event

Committee during that period. He edited their Newsletter,

Cargoes, and its predecessors for some 15 years. He was

awarded a Richard Bird Medal by the IWA in 2005.

All of them made an enormous contribution to the Canal

Society, not just in what they did for it, but because they

were such very nice people. The world was a better place

for their presence in it.

Our love and sympathy goes to their families.
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SHCS notes
NEW MEMBERS TRIP

A trip on the John Pinkerton for members who have joined over the last couple of years has been organised for Saturday

19th September. The boat will leave Colt Hill, Odiham at 10.30am. This is intended as an opportunity for the Committee

to welcome new members and for them to get to know better what goes on in the Society.

Personal invitations are being sent out, but if you have perhaps joined earlier and now would like to get involved more with

the Society, you also would be very welcome. Numbers are limited, so please let me know if you would like to join the

trip (roger.cansdale@ntlworld.com or 01252-616964).


